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ALIX & THE PACK'S
TRAINING METHODS

Behavioural psychology tells us

that operant and classical

conditioning are the backbone of

all training and learning - for

humans and for dogs. Operant

conditioning is thus a window of

communication between species.

Dogs (and humans) want to

maximize good experiences and

minimize bad ones. They respond

to cues from their environment,

which will either reinforce or

discourage a certain behaviour.

Our methods reflect this science.

Put simply, there is a fair reward

for wanted behaviour and a fair

correction for unwanted

behaviour.

Dog training is a craft, and as

such we adjust our methods to

suit the unique needs of each

dog. That being said, we always

employ balanced training

methods. Exercise, discipline,

and affection are, in this order,

the core principles of our

training philosophy.

We apply the learnings from

canine psychology to address

the dog's state of mind that led

to the unwanted behaviour,

rather than only correcting the

behaviour.



Puppy Class Itinerary
Hosted by Natalie

"The first breakthrough for many dog owners is recognising that their principle
role in obedience training is to supply consequences, as opposed to giving
commands. Because cues don’t drive behaviour, consequences do. The main focus
in early obedience training is manufacturing, recognising and reinforcing those
reinforceable responses at every possible opportunity."

- Natalie, Puppy Trainer

Proofing our markers, capturing behaviour &
play 

Duration, distance & distraction

Recall & heeling

The first group class will be a bit of information overload... We'll jump
straight into action with working on handler focus and clearing up
the communication between you and your dog.  Just over half way
through, we'll stop the exercises and have our puppy practice down
stays whilst we discuss further subjects such as socialisation,
manners and obedience.

Our second group class will be working on the three
variables used in training - duration, distance and distraction
- and how to utilise them. We will also be working on the
leave it command & knowing when to apply it (hint: when
your dog is loading). 

Pack lightly for this class as we will be moving
around. We will be taking a small walk around
Fælledparken whilst using the release marker, hard
recall & the heel command.

Class 1

Class 3

Class 2

700 DKK inc VAT Location for all the Puppy Classes: Fælledparken 



Neutrality Class Itinerary
Hosted by Alix

"You can stop an unwanted behaviour but if you don't also address the state of
mind that caused the unwanted behaviour then you and your dog will continue to
struggle."

- Alix, Lead Trainer

Proofing our markers, capturing behaviour &
play

Release marker, recall & heeling 

Into the city!

The first class will be about perfecting the timing of marking
as this is the foundations of communicating with your dog.
We'll be using toys and other dogs to practice our leave it
command and work on the 3 D's of down stays.

Location: Fælledparken

Our second class will involve walking around Fælledparken to
practice loose recall & hard recall. When we have recalled our
dogs, we will practice free shaping to build up their engagement as
well as proofing the leave it command.

Location: Fælledparken

The meeting location for this class is by Gammel Strand
Metro Station. Pack light please (only your short leash &
treats).  From there, we will walk down Strøget towards
Kongens Have. Our main focus in this class will be loose leash
walking, a sharp leave it and down stays.

Location: Gammel Strand Metro Station

Class 1

Class 3

Class 2

600 DKK inc VAT



Questions? Contact us.
www.alixandthepack.dk

contact@alixandthepack.com

(45) 93 93 44 63


